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Chronic Colleetimania
by Alan G. Bates
octor: "And when did you first realize you had
contracted this incurable but S(Jldom fatal
disease referred to by the psychiatric profession
as Chronic Collectimania?"

D

Patient: "Not until after many years of acquiring objects.
I always just thought it was a fun thing to do. Then it
dawned on me that when one type of object was no longer
a challenge, either because the ones I didn't have were just
not available or I had lost interest, I then was compelled to
find another area. I had to have my "flea market fix". The
fun was in the hunt. Once I found a new item, the flush of
success soon faded and I needed the next "find."

Until the light dawned you really didn't understand what
was happening to you?
I guess I was in - what do you shrinks call it - a "state
of denial?" Collectimania is truly an addiction I've
concluded. But even now that I have accepted this, I find
it's a most pleasant affiiction. I'm not even sure why I
asked you to analyze me.

Don't worry, my friend. I know what's best for you. Just
leave everything to me - but I'll need your cooperation.
Let's go back to the beginning. Can you recall how it all
started?
OK, Doc. If you can help me, fine. But I just hope the
treatment is not worse than the condition. Let's see. I guess
it began when I inherited a small
collection of coins from my
grandfather. They weren't anything
great - some proof sets from the
1880s, a bunch of the big copper
pennies, and the like. Soon I found
myself looking through handfuls of
change and picking out older pennies
and nickels. My parents humored me

by giving me a set of coin holders and I eagerly started
filling in the holes.
The thrill of this waned and I started buying large cents
from dealers to augment those I got from Grandpa. But
that proved to be more than I could
afford. So I sold that collection and
began to buy English coins after
seeing some coppers at a coin dealer's
for prices I couldn't refuse. At the
peak I had an example of at least one
coin from almost every English king
who ruled Britain over the last 1000
years. Yes, the collection started with William the
conquerer and went through Elizabeth II - pennies,
shillings, crowns, you name it.
By now I was a grown man and probably should have
known better. But as if English coins weren't enough I also
built a nice collection of German coins, from pfennigs to
5-mark pieces.

That must have been quite a challenge. How long did it
go on and what happened to the coin collections?
I guess I collected English and German coins for 10
years, buying mainly from dealers by mail. But just when
I had most of the pieces I wanted (and could afford) I
discovered an entirely new area - the awesome arena of
antique tools. This fed my collecting urges for nearly the
next quarter century.
(continued on page 4)

April 14 - CRAFTS Meeting
High Bridge, NJ, Masonic Lodge
Tools & Methods of the
Wheelwright 1850-1875
Program by Don Peloubet
(see page 2)
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Speaker's Profile
Don Peloubet

Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society
ofNew Jersey
President ....... JOHN M. WHELAN, Murray Hill
Vice President ..... . JOSEPH G. HAUCK, Lebanon
Secretary ... . ... BARBARA FARNHAM, Stockton
Treasurer . . . . . . . . HELEN WHELAN, Murray Hill
The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage
interest in early trades and industries, and in the
identification, study, preservation and exhibition of tools
and implements used and made in New Jersey as an
integral part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares
the above interests. Annual dues per person or couple
are twelve dollars for the membership year of July I
through June 30. Membership fees may be sent to the
Treasurer: Helen Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray
Hill, NJ 07974.
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go
north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at the
High Bridge exit. Tum right and go about half a mile to
Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the Masonic
Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the parking lot
begin at 1 P.M.; meeting starts at 2 P.M.
The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of
New Jersey. Editor: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave.,
Chatham, NJ 07928-1732. Managing Editor: Hank
Allen, 524 Harristown Rd, Glen Rock, NJ 07452.
Articles, especially about early tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the editors. Please send
legible hand-written or typed text, or a PC disk with
ascii, Word Perfect®, MS-Word® file, or send it by
FAX to 201 301-9781 or 201 635-7939 (talk first).

© CRAFTS of New Jersey 1996

CRAFTS Calendar of Events
Mar. 31 - Too/Shed (June issue) free ad deadline.
Apr. 14 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
))».

Apr. 27 - CRAFTS Auction, Flemington, N.J.
June 9 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
Sept. 15 - CRAFTS picnic
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Don Pelobet is employed by the Fosterfields Living
History Farm in Morristown. Among his responsibilities
are the restoration and upkeep of antique agricultural
machinery and equipment. His interests include research
and interpretation of the history of early trades and crafts,
horsedrawn vehicle construction, and presenting wheelwright demonstrations. He also collects related tools and
literature.
Don's great grandfather was treasurer and senior
partner in the Dalzell Axel Company of South Egremont,
Massachusetts, which was in business from 1845 to 1910.
One of his restorations dates to that period: a doctor's
buggy that was built in 1880.
He has a full schedule of wheelwright demonstrations
set for 1996 in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Canada.
CRAFTS members will be treated to one of the first, on
April 14. In his demonstrations Don shows how to make
various types of wheels, employing the tools and methods
of 1850-1875. He will display wooden wheels in different
stages of assembly, from a section of tree trunk to a
finished wheel.
Not only does he study and write about subjects of
interest to CRAFTS members, he also writes poetry. If
you have a tool that you acquired as a wheelwrights tool,
but haven't the foggiest idea of what it does or how it's
used, bring it to the meeting on April 14.
Hank Allen

PRES ID EN'"f'S
COI~NER
Athough the groundhog didn't agree, the long and snowy
winter is over - as far as tool collectors are concerned.
Auctions are busting out all over! Dick Crane and Barry
Hurchalla competed for attendance on February 24. By the
time you read this, auctions by Tom Witte, David Stanley,
and PATINA will be history. Crane's annual show and sale
are scheduled for April 19 and 20. Don't spend all your
money before our auction on the 27th - details in the flyer.
Popular Mechanics magazine did an article on Stanley
tools in their March issue, and listed CRAFTS along with
five other tool associations. Believe it or not, there are still a
lot of people with old tools who do not know how to get
them to us! I've been getting two or three letters a day asking
for information about "their grandfather's tools" and/or how
to get them into the hands of collectors. Most, of course,
concern things like Stanley #S's, but some of the descriptions
sounded interesting enough to provide the writers with the
address of a dealer in their vicinity.
The prize of the collection was the request, "Please send
info you have available on tools of yesteryear." It seems that
we still have some work to do to spread the word on the
amount of information available about old trades and tools.
We may be getting some help along this line. Some of
the woodworking magazines are starting to pay more
attention to the traditional hand tools. American
Woodworker, in particular, has had a number of articles on
using, restoring or making planes. I've even seen some
wooden planes in the woodworking section of the Popular
Science television show. With exposure like this (continuing
the pioneer work of Roy Underhill), perhaps the general
public will come to a better understanding of our fascinating
hobby.

Welcome to new members Stanley & Patricia Anderson,
Whippany; Walter & Maria Barry, Summit; Russell
Bigelow, Winchester, NH; William Brown, South Seaville;
John & June Campbell, Basking Ridge; Nicholas Chandler,
Burke, VA; Daniel & Sheri Desch, Pennsburg, PA; James
Hall, Kutztown, PA; Ray Hoke, Raleigh, NC; George
Lauderbach, Harleysville, PA; Ed Maccubbin, Alexandria,
VA, John McCarthy, Flemington; Robert Oehman Jr., Apex,
NC; Melda Pike, Chatham; Frank Pollaro, West Orange;
M. Dean Richards, Victoria, British Colombia; Robert
Shipley, Chattanooga, TN; John Turbek, Lexington, KY; and
Greg Woods, Millfield, OH.

Meet Your Dealers
The purpose of this column is NOT to
evaluate dealers, but simply to present useful
& interesting information about sources of
tools.

Bill Gustafson was one of the founding
members of CRAFTS, serving as a Director and
a term as Secretary. Bill and his wife Sue were
among the most active members during their
residence in New Providence, helping at all of the
Club functions. He promoted interest in old tools
by lecturing at local historical societies.
The lure of restoring a pre-Revolutionary
house as their residence took them to Austerlitz,
NY, in 1982, away from active participation in
CRAFTS and from a career as a computer
engineer. This opened the way for a second career
as a tool dealer.
The beautifully restored home is true to its
heritage, but perhaps is a bit puzzled by the
prominent presence of a computer. Bill has done
yeoman service in the initial computerization of
the data base for the E.A.I.A. Directory of
American Toolmakers. He is also active in the
M-WTCA.
His large van full of interesting tools for sale
is present at almost all of our meetings - sun, rain,
wind or snow - in spite of the long haul from
Austerlitz. You will also find his table at just
about every major dealer show.
Bill has arranged a number of tool auctions in
New York State, and sold through catalogs as
well. More recently, he conducts mail order
auctions, with catalogs listing both auction lots
and items for direct sale.
Bill can be found doing business on the
Internet at
oldtools@taconic.net
or you may reach him by mail at
Box 104, Austerlitz, NY 12017
or by phone at (518)392-2845
or FAX at (508)392-4426.
Jack Whelan
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Chronic Collectimania continued
Excuse me, I must have misunderstood. I thought you
said you switched from coins to antique tools.
You heard right. I know it sounds hard to believe that
anyone would take an interest in old hand tools, which run
the gamut from adzes to zaxes. But I loved their look and
workmanship and soon discovered there are many
thousands of tool collectors around the world. So I joined
associations who cater to their needs.
In the early days I was so naive I
thought I could collect an example of
every type of tool used by craftsmen in
the last couple of centuries. I went to
country auctions, flea markets, got
catalogs from specialist dealers and soon
accumulated a hodge podge of implements which had no
common link. Of course, I had to justify to a longsuffering spouse the burgeoning shelves of tools by
claiming they were an "investment opportunity" of a
lifetime. I was in on the "ground floor of something big."

Were you?
I'd like to leave the answer to
that for a little later in the story,
if you don't mind. Anyway, I
soon concluded I should
specialize and, as most tool
collecters have, I focused on tools for working wood. The
first area that caught my fancy was coopering (barrel-making to you, Doctor) tools. So I filled a peg-boarded wall
with crozes, howels, sun planes, chivs, shaves, scorps,
braces, axes ... until I ran out my
string. It was time to move on. But
just when I consigned this collection to a tool auction, the bottom
fell out of coopering tools and my
"investment" was a big loser.

Did this discourage you from
collecting tools?
Far from it. By then I had embarked on a much more
fascinating and, I was sure, more lucrative area PLANES!

You mean model planes from World War II? I used to
make those from kits when I was a kid.
No, dummy. Planes that smooth and shape wood. There
4
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are hundreds of different types and thousands of styles and
tens of thousands of professional planemakers who
marked them over the last three centuries or more. What
field could be more challenging? And it was just catching
on. Books and articles about planes were being written
and I caught the fever. From about 1975 onward I zeroed
in on planes. Back then, my work (I did have to support
my habit) took me to England four or five times a year and
I discovered a whole new world - English planes. To
shorten this already long story,
over the next 18-20 years I built
collections of English chamfer
planes (which cut a bevel on the
edge of a board), spill planes
(where the product is not the
shape but the shaving), throating
planes, miniature planes and ...

I have to interrupt you here. You did all this while going
to England on business a few times a year? How was
that possible?
Well, I usually allowed a couple of days for myself on
each trip to visit antique markets and shops. And I got a
know some of the key dealers in England. Some of them
put out catalogs and I bought a lot by mail. But I was
going to tell you, before I was so rudely interrupted, about
my chief goal in collecting English planes. I wanted an
example of a plane by every documented maker who
worked before 1800. By the time I decided to sell the
collection last year, I was well down the path toward that
goal. I didn't have every maker, but the few I lacked were
mostly one-of-a-kind in museums or other collections.

Did you stay away from American planes during all
this?
Far from it. All during the twenty years or so of building
the English collection I was embarked on a parallel
mission. Living near Pennsylvania, I wanted to assemble
as complete as possible a collection of planes by makers
in Philadelphia and Lancaster County. Almost every
summer Sunday I would scour the antique flea markets.
During the "good old days" of 1975 - 85, it was a rare day
when I failed to come home with less than a half a dozen
interesting planes. The crowning event was a chance trip
to a farm auction in Maryland. There, among three dozen
wooden planes, was one by the rarest of the early
Philadelphia makers - Benjamin Armitage. I was the only
one at the sale who knew the significance of this rare
maker, so he was mine for $10.

Is that your prize acquisition from your searches for
Philadelphia planes?

Anyway, these collections are minor compared to my
tools.

Not quite. For
"white-knuckle"
expenences, the
main heart stopper
was the Israel
White 3-arm plow
plane. I won't go
lliillUlAalllt v:aa~ a>&'INlr.l' lPlL»v.
into details, but in
1833 a planemaker
named Israel White patented and started selling a very
fancy type of adjustable plane. Israel couldn't have made
many since he only lived another six years and his widow
carried on a few years longer. Only a few of these 3-arm
plows are now known and each one is different. They are
made of exotic woods plus brass and ivory. Anyway, the
best known example came up for auction in 1991. I was
determined to have it and walked away with it for quite a
lot less than I was prepared to pay, but more than any
single plane had sold for at a U.S. auction to that time.
That was the high point for me and since then I've not had
much luck in adding to my Philadelphia planemaker
collection.

Well, I've dealt with similar addictions, but never one as
intractable as yours. Do you think you will move on to
another major area now that you can't find Philadelphia
planemakers?

I'm getting a little tired of hearing about planes,
especially now that I know they can't fly. Just so I can
fully understand your condition, did you ever collect
anything besides coins and tools?
Good heavens, yes. I can't believe you

think I could be that parochial. I have a
small collection of early musical
instruments - mostly clarinets, since I
play the clarinet. The earliest of these
dates to about 1800 and is made of
boxwood with ivory trim. Doesn't that
excite you? The early flutes didn't quite
fit and are on consignment as we speak.
Though my wife is not a true collector,
the two of us became interested in Eskimo soapstone
carvings when I worked in Canada for a few years. Now
we have a nice group of arctic animals carved by Inuits.
Oh, I nearly forgot. A friend has a small collection of ice
skates which I found fascinating. As I foraged the flea
markets, I began to pick up many different makes and
models and still have several dozen. Did you know that
toolmakers
like
Winchester,
Marples and Marsden also made
skates? More important, do you
know anyone looking for a
collection of antique skates?

You really don't understand, do
you doctor? After hearing all
this you should have realized I
would need to fill the void with
something. Anyway, four years
ago I started collecting harmonicas and now have well
over 1,000, as well as related items - catalogs, display
pieces, music, early records. To me the variety of different
harmonica models made in the last 100 years beats tools
a mile.

You mentioned earlier you justified your move into old
tools as a big investment opportunity. Did it work out
that way?
I was hoping you might have forgotten. The answer is no
in one sense and emphatically yes in another. My detailed
buy and sell records, all on computer, show I have not
quite broken even over the years, looking just at the
income vs. outgo. But in hindsight I can rationalize the
loss of interest I might have earned on the money
" invested" as being more than offset by the interest I've
had in the tools and the wonderful friends I've made and
places I've been. After all, if you're into boating or golf or
scuba diving you never even get your money back. So I
think I'll be seeking harmonicas for years to come.

OK That's it. Tomorrow morning I'm committing you to
the Center to Rehabilitate Acquisitive People, generally
known by its familiar acronym. After you've gone
through withdrawal there, I suggest you join Collector's
Anonymous for a lifetime program of avoiding flea
markets.
Doc, I'd rather die.
Ed: Chronic Collectomania is warranted to be 100% factual. Author
Al Bates, even with over 1000 harmonicas, will never foresake tools.
Al was EAIA President 1987-89, the first Executive Director 1989-92,
and still handles advertising for the Directory. As VP of Imperial
Chemical Industries, he was able to combine business trips and tool
collecting in Great Britain and Europe for many years. He has
organized six EAIA-sponsored trips to visit tool collections,
museums, auctions, etc. in those favorite haunts. You can see his
Israel White 3-arm plow plane on page 72 of Roger K. Smith's
P-TAMPIA I. For neat harmonicas check the fall 1995 issues of
Smithsonian. See Al's photo on page 11 of this ToolShed.
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Saw-Sets Made By Charles Taintor
by Todd Friberg
hink of an idea, refine it over many years until the
concept approaches perfection, and you have the
saw-sets designed by Charles Taintor. Starting out
as a well made but simplistic tool, the Taintor saw-set
evolved over a period of two decades to become one of the
most common tools of this type on the market. As most of
the traditional saw-sets of the time used some method of
a hammer blow to get the job done, Taintor, using a twohandled variety of saw-set, introduced a new twist which
certainly made his set second to none. In addition Taintor
changed both the materials and methods used in making
his saw-sets.

T

I SbHLs-Sbeet t.

(Ko Kodtl. )

C. C. TAINTOR.
SAW SET.

Patented May 6, 1891.

No. 451,644.

8.lW-8fflDIG DIVICE. .CUJILD C. TADTOl. lllzabeUi.
P'lled Dec. 19. lSS'l. Serial !lo. ~296. (lo\mel.)

C

890.718.

Fig.2.

Figure 2. Second patent May 5, 1891

••• Model.)

C. C. TAINTOR.
8.l 11' BET•.

No. 452,399.

The first of Charles Taintor's seven saw-set patents
was issued October 9, 1888 (Fig. 1). Although this sawset does not resemble any of his subsequent variations in
appearance, it has the important characteristic of gripping
the saw blade before setting the saw tooth. This gripping
feature insures that the saw would not slip or ride down
the beveled setting block when coming in contact with the
punch. Features of this early Taintor patent have been
incorporated into later production models with attribution
to 1888, but to my knowledge a model based solely on the
1888 patent was not produced.
In 1891 Taintor patented two more saw-sets which
although not produced in their original forms, contributed
to a common salable model (Figs. 2 and 3). Although I
have never seen an example, I believe the 1891 model was
produced commercially. An article with a detailed sketch
and two section views was published in the August 6,
1891 edition of The Iron Age magazine (Fig. 4). The
article stated that this was a sketch of the saw set to be
marketed along with other pertinent information such as
operation and range.

Patented May -19, 1891.

.Fe".?.Llt.

Figure 1. Taintor's first patent issued Oct. 9, 1888

r
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Figure 3. May 19, 1891 patent
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this period. Markings on this set are the words Taintors
Positive cast on the inside of the lower handle. Pat. 88,
91, and 92 are cast on the inside of the upper handle. The
entire saw-set has a japanned finish.
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Figure 4. From 1891 Iron Age article
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C. C. TAINTOR.
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BA W SET.

No. 475,359.

Patented May 24 , 1892.

Figure 6. From 1892 Iron Age article
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Figure 5. May 24, 1892 patent
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Charles Taintor patented another saw-set in 1892, this
example has a setting anvil with machined flats for
specific saw-tooth spacing (Fig. 5). Numbers were
stamped (number of points per inch) on the top of the
anvil next to the corresponding flat. The production model
again looked nothing like the patent drawing, but Iron Age
Magazine ran another article with detailed sketches of the
marketed saw-set (Fig. 6). Examples of this model do
exist, but are extremely rare when compared to later
models. Made from cast iron, these sets have some of the
most refined casting work that I have seen from tools of

aar-.

Figure 7. June 13, 1893 patent

During the year 1893 Charles Taintor patented a sawset which takes a more recognizable form (Fig. 7). For the
first time the patent drawing actually looks similar to the
saw-set offered for sale. This set was referred to as the
Positive 93 and was advertised extensively. Taintor's
Positive 93 along with Taintor Mfg. Co. and all the
preceding patent dates are pressed into the top handle,
with the entire tool having a nickel plated finish. A major
THE TOOL SHED - APRIL 1996
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desi~ change occurs at this point in the development of
the Tamtor sets. From this point forward all of the saw-sets
offered by the Taintor Mfg. Co. would be constructed from
several stamped steel components.
Offering a saw-set (or any tool) in the late 1800s
made entirely of stamped parts was a radical departure
from the norm, both in tool construction and in product
marketing. Up to this point one might see an occasional
stamped metal component mixed in with several cast parts
but certainly never an entire tool. There were several
reasons ~or this, ~e lack of development and availability of
production toohng (stamping dies), the public perception
?f stamf!ings verses cast metal parts, and probably a lot of
mdustnal foot dragging as far as the design of an entire
tool made from stampings.
Although the art of stamping out simple metal
parts had been around for centuries, high precision, large
volume metal stamping was still in its infancy. Progressive
stamping dies (dies which advance the metal through the
tool to the different cutting and bending operations) were
practically non-existent at this point in time because of a
lack of proper tool steels. Also the large precision presses
neede~ to ~ the dies were not available. A type of
stampmg die called a transfer die, or something similar,
was used to cut, form, and bend the parts that comprise the
saw-_set. Transfer dies do a single stamping operation, the
part is then moved to another stamping die and so on until
the part is completed. One of the advantages of using
stamp~d components is the reduction of finish machining
operations. Usually a stamped part comes out of the dieforming operations finished, whereas a casting must have
the molding gates and other rough areas removed. Mating
surfaces on the casting must then be machined to fit
together to form the final assembly.
Another reason why the use of stamped saw-set
comp~ments ~y Charles Taintor was revolutionary was the
negative public perception of anything made from stamped
metal._ At that point in American industrial development
stampmg was looked on as being a shoddy method of
production. If examples of Taintor's saw-sets are
examined, it becomes clear this is not the case at all. The
components are made from very heavy steel stock, wellformed, and finished; even by current standards they are
fmely crafted tools.
(To be concluded in the June Too/Shed.)

CRAFTS AUCTION - A,RIL 21, FLEMINGTON, NJ
If you can help with setup Friday night or with the
auction, please call Joe Hauck at 908 236-2072.

8
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Displaying Antique Tools
by Dennis Fisher
y too_l collec~ing odyssey began about five years
ago m the httle town of Black Mountain, N.C.
My wife, Glenna, and I had been attending a
music conference at Montreat-Anderson College. We were
unwinding by wandering through the many antique shops
that accent the town. This was a new experience for us and
there was nothing in particular we were looking for. In the
basement of Howard's Antiques, I recall picking up a long,
wooden plane and thinking "interesting old tool." I set it
down and continued on, little realizing that would be the
last _tim~ I wo~ld be in an antique shop "looking for
nothing m particular!" At the Black Mountain Antique
Mall, I bought two wooden planes, a folding drawknife, a
small level, and an auger. At the Old Fort Antique Mall, a
brass-bound Stanley 1193 level, a Keen Kutter hatchet . .
Soon I began hearing, "Antique tools are getting hard
to find." This, of course, provided great motivation to
acquire a wide variety of items as quickly as I was able to
find them. As my father is fond of saying, "Somebody has
to keep the hoarders from getting 'em!"
Now five years later, after numerous Brown Crane
Stanley, ~d Witte Auctions; tool club meetings;' antiqu;
shows; antique malls; flea markets; and tool dealers, such
as Neil Stoll, Ed Richards, George Gray, Reg Eaton, John
Walter, and Tony Murland, I have come to realize that
antique tools are not hard to fmd; they are just hard to fit
into the house!
Which brings me to the theme of this article
disP_laying antique tools. I have developed a policy of
havmg all my tools readily visible or accessible, both for
my personal enjoyment and so they can be shared with
others. Indeed, the preparation of this article provided
great motivation to improve my overall display by better
grouping of like-tools, mounting more tools on the walls
and simply eliminating a significant number of items. One;
I got over the initial resistance to parting with these
"treasures", the "pruning" process accelerated. My wife
and I are both happier with the resulting Tool Room
display (Figs. 1, 2 and 3).
The pruning process has been made more palatable
since I began selling tools at a local antique mall two years
ago. The mall has become an extended temporary
collection while I am waiting to recover my investment!
One of the benefits of displaying all the tools is the
discipline that it has begun to impose on my buying habits.
I am beginning to pass on items unless I can envision how
they will fit into "allocated" display areas. This approach
has been particularly effective in 'limiting the number of
farm type tools, which are now confined to the walls
of our upstairs office (Fig. 4). (The computer in the

M

Figure 1.

Figure 4.

photograph is a Gateway® 2000 Pentium, so it will not be
an antique tool for at least a couple more years!)
Careful consideration of the way I display my
collection has helped me to focus my collecting interests. In
creating display groups, it is easier to avoid accumulating
unnecessarily similar items. Conversely, this process has
led to interesting searches for additional tools to make a
particular display group complete. A collection of unusual
small scales (Fig. 5) is a case in point.

Figure 2.

Figure 5.

By displaying my wooden planes as a total group, I
realized the main characteristic I wanted was a
representative collection, as opposed to sub-groups of each
type, maker, cutter, shape, etc. This recognition has led me
to pass on planes that formerly I might have purchased. On
the other hand, my router display (not shown) leads me to
collect virtually every different router I can find.
In a similar vein, I have been able to establish some
boundaries on my interest in measuring tools. Taken as a
group, I now look for unusual or rare devices and am less
inclined to buy minor variations on a given type. Many of
the smaller non-rule type measuring tools are displayed in
a relatively inexpensive bookcase (Fig. 3). Larger items,
such as dividers, lumber calipers, travelers, and squares,
show well with wall mounting (Figs. 1,2 and 3).
Figure 3.
THE TOOL SHED - APRIL 1996
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One of the most effective methods I have for
displaying tools is using old tool boxes, chests, benches,
and tote trays. These provide visual evidence of the fine
workmanship and ingenuity of craftsmen who used similar
tools. I recently acquired a fine tool chest that had been
owned by three generations of craftsmen who worked in the
Baldwin piano factory. The dovetail joints, beautifully
fitting inlay pattern, scroll-shaped dividers, and smooth
fitting sliding trays attest to the pride those men took in
their work. The problem I now face is that I am running out
of room for all the neat tool boxes I will still find! The
original plan when buying the "Baldwin" chest was to sell
the tool chest with the bird's eye maple panels, located
under the log caliper in Fig 1, but ...

Figure 7.

Figure 6.

Another advantage of using tool chests is that many
smaller tools can be stored in a relatively small space. I
keep most of my small rules in a machinist's chest that
accommodates lengths up to 24 inches (Fig. 6). While
immediate visibility is sacrificed, the rules are still easily
shown to anyone seriously interested (like my
grandchildren!).
Positioning two bookcases in a comer gives the
appearance of a large folding chest. Long levels and
inclinometers fit well when placed diagonally, spanning
both cases (Fig. 7). Figure 7 also shows the plane
collection discussed earlier.
I have used other display methods as well. My long
lumber rules are compactly displayed in an old milk can.
While not elegant, it is an effective and inexpensive
solution. An old barn beam makes an attractive shelf for
several leather vises. A tall cobbler's bench works well for
displaying a variety of cobbler's tools (Figs. 1 and 2). An
ordinary cobbler's bench serves both as a coffee table and
a display table for cobbler's tools. A farrier's tote box,
shown in front of the "Singer" table in Fig. 1, is used to
display farrier's tools. One large tool has even encroached
on our family room; it is a harness vise bench used as a
lamp table.
10
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Sufficient lighting is important for maximum
enjoyment of any display. Ultimately I plan to use ceilingmounted track lighting to focus light in all the most
interesting places. In the meantime, I have found that an
inexpensive 500w halogen indirect light provides excellent
illumination. Another idea that helps is the use of glass
shelves in an ordinary bookcase (Fig. 3); this allows light
directed from above to illuminate the back of each shelf.
A final aspect of displaying tools is that the display
creates the opportunity to take interesting photographs of
the collection. This enables me to share my interests with
people who are unable to make it to the "Southwest
Virginia Tool Museum" in Roanoke! Indeed, I have
enjoyed sharing my collection with each of you through this
article. Y'all come by and visit the "museum" in person.
But please note that I can't pay much to have you listen to
all the stories!

Footnote:
This past summer I went back to Howard's Antiques to
look for that first "interesting old tool". Amazingly, it was
still there, complete with cobwebs and a good coating of
dust, a Z. J. M'Masters 26" jointer plane. I now have this
memorable piece displayed on the floor in front of the
comer bookcase (Fig. 7).
2344 Ross Lane
Roanoke VA 24015
(540) 343-2365

You Win Some and You Lose Some
This story goes way back in my tool collecting days almost to its inception twenty odd years ago. Doris and I were
at Lake George, which was one of our favorite spots then.
There was only one activity I treasured more than tool hunting
- fishing. At that time Lake George had the peace and quiet
that Doris liked, and the Northern Pike that made my blood
pressure nse.
We never stayed in any place longer than a week, mostly
because of my restlessness, and we were scheduled to leave the
next day, Saturday. However, there was a giant Flea Market
that Sunday. I was told that there would be tools galore at this
market; and in those days "tools galore" meant more than rusty
wrenches and broken-handled hammers. The thought passed
through my mind that it would be a good idea to stay over and
"start fresh" on Monday.
I tried it out on Doris. No soap. We had reservations at
The Balsams, and she had been waiting for years to go to this
one-time world-class hotel near the Canadian border, in a
setting called the Switzerland of America. I didn't think any
degree of arguing would help, so I just mumbled off to my
canoe to get in one last fishing adventure.
I felt something big was going to happen on this last
outing, but I had no idea how "big" it was going to be. Now
don't put this down with grumblings about "another darn fish
story". The fish only play a minor role in this drama.
As this was my last try on the lake, I started out close to
the cabin and fished for bass. I hit one after my second cast
and he felt heavy. Yes sir, this was going to be a good ending
to our stay at Lake George. It went all bad from there. The
bass dived under the canoe and I reached too far over to keep
from snapping the pole. Kerflop, the canoe tipped and
everything went into the water. I spent the next few minutes
trying to salvage the stuff sinking in the water, along with
cutting the line so the fish wouldn't make off with my new
pole. It was hectic, and it didn't go unnoticed.
One of the Marine Police boats that was scanning the lake
for infractions, found me in their binoculars. They zoomed
over to the rescue. I was cursing the fish, the lake, and
anything that was nearby. It must have offended their psyche
or something, because the first thing they asked me after they
got me to shore was, "May we see your fishing license, sir?"
Guess what? I had gotten a five day license and I was in the
sixth day. Oh Boy!
Slick talking could not get me out of it; I was going to
have to pay the fine. One of the officers explained that if I
came down to the Magistrate's office I could pay it there, but
only if I hurried, as he was leaving for the weekend. An idea

started to percolate. Very politely I asked if I could contest the
charge.
"Of course", was the immediate reply,"but you'll never be
able to hold the Magistrate long enough this afternoon; it'll
have to be Monday morning." Oh, how bright everything
looked at that point.
I sheepishly asked, "Do I get a summons or something?"
"You bet your buppie you do." Exactly what I needed to
prove to Doris that we must stay until Monday or feel the
wrath of the long arm of the Law. I had actually pulled it off!
Needless to say, I had to move our reservations forward a
few days before explaining the sordid details to Doris. Yes, she
was irritated, but only until I told her that I had upgraded our
room (nothing else was available for the new period). The
nagging thought in my mind at that point was: this flea market
better be worth it.
Sunday it rained like the Hammers of Hell, and the market
was canceled. Come Monday morning, we all sat around
waiting for the Magistrate. Oddly enough the officers were
interested in old tools, and we got into a very spirited
conversation about how they were part of our American
heritage. I felt with this type of rapport I would surely get off.
The Magistrate must have had a tough weekend, because when
he finally stormed in he didn't want to participate in any tool
stories. A couple of fast questions and the verdict: fine and
court costs. I didn't feel too bad about the fine, but I almost
flipped when I found out what it took to run a "one room
schoolhouse" type courtroom. You could have run the Capital
Building in Albany for that amount.
You win some, and you lose some. This episode was
classified as a solid loser.
Herb Kean

Al Bates, Chronic Collectimania author
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HAND FORGED
FOUND IN MAINE
BY HERB KEAN

SHARP
EDG'E

. d>

CRAFTS members only may have a free 5 line (40
word) ad that is primarily related to the exchange of
tools or information. Each additional line (over 5) is
$1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave.,
Chatham NJ 07928-1732 (FAX 201 301-9781). Ads
accepted on a space permitting basis. Please print or
type them.

Wanted

SMOOTH~~· '-EDGE
~---...

,~~

LENGTH........_ __

a"

11

8 MAPLE
HANDLE

No. 26

Articles and/or pictures for "Displaying Tools." If you
have a great display, but don't want to do it alone, call
and we'll help. Call Hank Allen 201 444-9440 or write
to the address on page 2.
STANLEY PLANES Nos. 12 ¾, 90A, 164, 190W,
80SII<, 1103 Victor, G31. Bill Hermanek, 31 Wildwood
La., Smithtown, NY 11787. 516 360-1216.

16

Letters

SAW WORKING TOOLS and information. Saw vises,
tensioning anvils, side filers, joiners, etc. Also unusual
information on saw making and maintenance. Todd Friberg,
PO Box 5082, Rockford, IL 61125-0082. 816 398-0602.

Don't Bodder Me [Too/Shed, November 1995, page 9]
In a letter to author Bill Rigler, Ray Hoke of Raleigh, N.C. wrote,
"Enjoyed your article on the 'Don't Bodder Me' saw. It sent me digging into
one of my boxes and lo and behold - guess what? Am enclosing a snapshot
of mine. rm not a saw collector. I bought this saw strictly for its size - 12"
blade, 15" overall, three split screws holding a very attractive handle,
·warranted superior' medallion, 10 teeth to the inch, and it does have a nib.
When I bought the saw I was told it was a salesman's sample. I personally
thought it was a child's saw; however, as well made as it is, rm now inclined
to believe the seller's story." Ray Hoke

Auction Schedule

~

April 19-20, Holiday Inn, Nashua, N .H., Your Country Auctioneer's
17th Annual Antique Tool Auction and Show. Call Lee Murray for
information 603-456-3705.
April 20, Gablesville AC, Boyertown, Pennsylvania, Barry
Hurchalla's regular monthly auction (no sale in May). Call Barry
610-3 23-03 33 to get on his mailing list.
April 27, Crafts Annual Tool Auction, Elks Club, Route 31,
Flemington, N.J. Call Joe Hauck 908-236-2070 or Steve Zluky
908-534-2710 for information. Send $2 (noSASE) for auction list
to Steve Zluky, Box 243, Whitehouse, NJ 08888.

Notice
M-WTCA Area L, Rocky Mountain and Southwest Tool Collectors
5th Biennial Joint Meeting with the P.A.S.T. Tool Collectors as
co-host in Albuquerque August 29-31, 1996. For information
contact Bill McDougall 505-344-9272.
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SANDUSKY WOOD and METAL PLANES. Also catalogs,
advertising, and other tools marked Sandusky. Please send
for my want list. John Walkowiak, 3452 Humboldt Ave. S,
Minneapolis, MN 55408. 612 824-0785.
Looking for unusual old WOMENS TOOLS 1860-1920.
KITCHEN items - cast iron eggbeaters, glass churns and
mixers, mechanical nutmeg graters, ice cream scoops, raisin
seeders, etc. Also old cast iron child-size sewing machines
or very unusual full-size ones, and unusual irons - fluters,
combos, swans or other animals, unusual child-size ones.
Always have good woodworking tools - rules, wooden
planes, good Stanley, etc. - to trade or will buy outright.
Carole Meeker Box 169 Rhinecliff, NY 12574. 914 876-7818.

For Sale
Large selection of quality tools. PLANES: Ivory tipped R/W
Plow, Crown, Molders, Stanley. Goosewing AXES, Bowl
ADZES, Cooper's Tools, Hand Forged Tools, etc. Send $1
for listto: Cliff Yaun, 51 Nissen Lane, West Hurley, NY 12491
914 679-9206.
LIGNUM VITAE. All Heartwood, Highest Quality, Fully Waxed.
Billets: 3 5/8" x 6" and better x 18" to 30" Approx. 20 to 30 lbs
ea. Good for tools, handles, carving. 516 825-9330 or 515
596-1281.
36 years of EAi.A. CHRONICLE. Photocopy of every issue
from first Vol. 1 - 1933 to Vol. 22 - 1969. Make an offer. Jim
Aber, 58 Hillman Ave., Glen Rock, NJ 07452 201 652-5496.

